Do we need to worry about this? Obama Signs EO 13629 Creating Virtual Dictatorship

Humm … my take is … I am torn for several reasons …

First, in my book, we have been under a “Federal Dictatorship” since the late 1800’s, most definitely since the 1950’s.

The EO itself is duplicating an existing council or agency or some such and the EO states it that “Nothing in this order shall be construed to impair or otherwise affect: the authority granted by law to an executive department, agency, or the head thereof; the functions of the Director of the Office of Management and Budget relating to budgetary, administrative, or legislative proposals; or the functions of the Overseas Security Advisory Council.” (see White House Executive Order on Homeland Security Leaves more Questions than Answers @ http://securitydebrief.com/2012/11/07/white-house-executive-order-on-homeland-security-leaves-more-questions-than-answers/)

What do we expect the government to do in a crisis? Think Katrina and Sandy … we need shelter, food, water, medical care, criminal roundup (crises don't hit just us law abiding, God fearing people) … all these goods and manpower have to be staged BEFORE the crisis strikes. Which means monies, stockpiles and rotation of storage items beyond their expiration date (just about everything has a shelf life even body bags and tires) … Seems to me we need some kind of 'pre planning and coordination' between established government agencies & departments, the military and us civilians, in order to accomplish something like this effectively, efficiently and quickly when needed.

HOWEVER my biggest fear is that any of this stuff that is implemented since the Patriot Act is potentially tyrannical. That is because the Patriot Act not only created DHS it gave DHS the ability to bypass our legislative, executive and judicial branches of government under ANY declared National Emergency WITHOUT the checks & balances that apply to ANY OTHER GOVERNMENT ENTITY or ACTION (council, department and or agency) since our country was conceived!

See -
Perspective – Operation Vigilant Guard

It’s a catch 22. I love NaturalNews, it is one of my more trusted sites for information. However it is prone to excessive sensationalism …. They had an article recently (I forget the exact headline) that implied that ALL government agencies and branches were exempting their employees from abiding by the law. Now the headline got me to read the article and it continued to 'imply' that this was a rampant situation, across ALL levels of government - yet when I read the article’s sources it turns out that it was one employee, in one sub-department, of one city’s branch of government and that the
employee, although not fired, was reprimanded and the state legislature did close the ‘loophole’ that allowed this single employee to get away with breaking the law and not losing his job.

But, if you feel it warrants a meeting of like minds, if I can get there, I will attend.

Now I hate Mr BO (not my fault his initials are descriptive, I didn’t name him) and would celebrate his death in a heartbeat, however so far, other than socializing healthcare and bowing to another country’s leader, he has done nothing worse than any other president we have had since I have been allowed to vote (or before for that matter). That is the other perspective we all need to keep in mind.

I also had no doubt that Mr BO would be 're-elected' since 27 of the 50 states have non-binding electors (they don’t have to vote as the general election of their state indicated) and most of those 27 state electors are democrat. It is my belief that even if M.R. won the general election, the Electoral College would have still re-elected Mr. BO.

Basically during a presidential election I ignore the primaries (can't vote in them anyway because I am independent) and the general election and concentrate on the nominations of the electors to my state, since it is really them that 'elects' the president. However, with the bullying tactics of the Democrats and Republicans, there hasn’t been an Elector to the Electoral College that has NOT been a Rep or Dem since 1961.

That said I hope you and yours have been doing great. I have been busy, been to the gun shows (haven’t seen any of y’all there), working, packing (I have way too many books I just won’t give up), so that I can move rural soonest.

"Today is the Tomorrow that we worried about Yesterday"

TNT

PS – the EO # is 13629 created Oct 26, 2012 and was recorded in the Federal Register on Nov 2, 2012.